Health and Safety Services offer independent advice, support and expertise to staff and students on the following areas:

- Detailed audits, inspection and spot-checks
- Advice to identify and control hazards
- Investigating complaints, accidents and incidents
- Radiation and lasers
- Environmental Protection
- Developing and consulting upon protocols
- Managing hazardous waste disposal contracts
- Monitoring the impact of work on health
- Risk management advice
- Support with local and strategic planning
- Helping you get an eye test
- Liaison with external agencies
- Written guidance, and checklists
- Fire safety
- Training, learning and development
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W: www.leeds.ac.uk/safety
T: 0113 34 34201
E: safety@leeds.ac.uk
How can Health and Safety Services help you:

Health and Safety Services work in partnership with staff and the trade unions to help minimise significant risks in your work, whilst supporting the achievement of excellence in research, teaching and students’ academic activities.

We offer a complete and consistent risk management support service along with independent expertise and impartial advice. Each faculty/service group has an assigned Health and Safety Manager to provide dedicated, proactive, strategic and professional support. They are helped by Health and Safety Coordinators who can offer a wide range of local day-to-day advice.

Get in touch

W: www.leeds.ac.uk/safety
T: 0113 34 34201
E: safety@leeds.ac.uk

You can find us in the Wellbeing, Safety and Health building, 5–9 Willow Terrace (opposite The Edge swimming pool).